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Abstract
We study homogenized dynamics of a class of multi-dimensional generalized Langevin
systems and functionals along their trajectory in various limiting situations correspond-
ing to different level of coarse graining. These are the situations where one or more
of the inertial time scale(s), the memory time scale(s) and the noise correlation time
scale(s) of the system are taken to zero. We find that, unless one restricts to special
situations evoking symmetry, it is generally not possible to express the effective evolu-
tion of these functionals solely in terms of trajectory of the effective process describing
the system dynamics via the Stratonovich convention. In fact, an anomalous term is
often needed for a complete description, implying that convergence of these functionals
needs more information than simply the limit of the dynamical process. We trace the
origin of such impossibility to area anomaly, thereby linking symmetry breaking and
area anomaly, and discuss its consequences for nonequilibrium systems. Moreover, our
convergence results hold in a strong pathwise sense.
Keywords: Generalized Langevin systems, functionals along trajectories, stochastic ther-
modynamics, homogenization, area anomaly, nonequilibrium systems
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1 Introduction
We consider a class of non-Markovian Langevin equations, whose coefficients are possibly
state-dependent, describing the dynamics of a particle moving in a force field and interacting
with the environment. The evolution of the particle’s position, xt ∈ Rd, t ≥ 0, is given by
the solution to the following stochastic integro-differential equation (SIDE) [46]:
mx¨t = F (t,xt)− γ0(xt)x˙t − g(xt)
∫ t
0
κ(t− s)h(xs)x˙sds+ σ0(xt)ηt + σ(xt)ξt, (1)
with the initial conditions (here the initial time is chosen to be t = 0):
x0 = x, x˙0 = v. (2)
In the SIDE (1), overdot denotes derivative with respect to time t, m > 0 is the mass
of the particle, the matrix-valued functions g : Rd → Rd×q, h : Rd → Rq×d, σ : Rd → Rd×r,
γ0 : R
d → Rd×d and σ0 : Rd → Rd×b are the coefficients of the equation, and F : R+×Rd → Rd
is a force field acting on the particle. Here d, q, r and b are, possibly distinct, positive integers.
Here and throughout the paper, the superscript T denotes transposition of matrices or vectors
and E denotes mathematical expectation. The SIDE (1) can be viewed as a Newton’s
equation of motion (i.e., mx¨t = F (t,xt)) with additional forcing terms to be described in
the following.
The second and third term on the right hand side of (1) represent the drag experienced
by the particle. This drag is modeled by a sum of two deterministic damping terms of differ-
ent nature. The second term, proportional to the particle’s velocity, models instantaneous
damping. On the other hand, the third term, involving an integral over the particle’s past
velocities with the kernel κ(t−s), describes non-instantaneous, distributed delayed, damping
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due to the back-action effects of the environment up to current time. The matrix-valued
function κ : R → Rq×q is called a memory function and it decays sufficiently fast at infinities.
The forth and fifth term on the right hand side of (1) represent two stochastic forcings
(noises) of different nature imparted to the particle. They are σ0(xt)ηt, which is a Gaussian
white noise, and σ(xt)ξt, which is a Gaussian colored noise, both of which are possibly
multiplicative. Here the process ηt represents a b-dimensional white noise, and ξt is a r-
dimensional mean zero stationary Gaussian process with the covariance function R(t) =
E[ξtξ
T
0 ]. The two noise processes are mutually independent. The initial conditions x and v
are random variables independent of the noise process {(ηt, ξt) : t ≥ 0}. Precise definition
and assumptions, as well as physical motivation, for the memory function and the noise
processes will be given in Section 2.
Therefore, (1) is a generalized Langevin equation (GLE), containing the Langevin-Kramers
equation studied in [33] (by setting h and σ to zero) and the GLE studied in [45] (by setting
γ0 and σ0 to zero) as special cases. The most basic form of GLE, which is a special case of
(1), was first introduced by Mori in [55] and subsequently used to model many systems in
statistical and biological physics [17]. The GLE has attracted increasing attentions in recent
years, due to its successful application in modeling anomalously diffusing systems, active
matter systems and many other nonequilibrium systems [27, 51, 26, 65].
We remark that GLEs of the form (1), despite being more general in the above sense,
are still not the most general ones. Depending on modeling details (for instance, the form
of the coupling among various degrees of freedom), one may need to add other forces such
as a Basset force (to account for the effect of hydrodynamic backflow [19]) in the GLEs, or
consider GLEs for a set of reaction coordinates/gross variables instead, in which case the
resulting GLEs may feature renormalization of bare potential fields, resulting in a potential
of mean force (see Section II.B in [30] and the references therein). While it is important to
keep in mind of these more general models, we will not study them in this paper.
One particular instance, of important relevance in statistical mechanics, that we will
revisit often is when the coefficients and/or functions defining the GLE (1) are related in the
following way.
Assumption 1. Fluctuation-dissipation relations.
(a) σ0σ
T
0 = γ0 (i.e. the fluctuation-dissipation relation of the first kind holds);
(b) κ(t) = R(t) and g = hT = σ (i.e. the fluctuation-dissipation relation of the second
kind holds).
It turns out that the GLE (1), with γ0 and σ0 zero and satisfying the relation (b)
in Assumption 1, can be derived from a microscopic Hamiltonian model (Kac-Zwanzig or
Caldeira-Leggett type) for a small system interacting with a heat bath, or via the Mori-
Zwanzig projection approach. See, for instance, Appendix A in [45] or [28, 74, 62, 40]. In
this case, there will be proportionality constants, containing the temperature of the heat
bath as a parameter, in the fluctuation-dissipation relations. Since these constants could be
absorbed into g, h or σ, we choose not to include them explicitly in Assumption 1. Lastly,
we remark that the term −γ0(xt)vt (when γ0 is non-zero) could be used to model forces of
different nature acting on the particle, in particular when γ0 is not positive definite (and
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therefore cannot model a damping term) – see Example A.3. Throughout this paper, γ0 is
either zero or non-zero, in which case it is either positive definite or not positive definite.
There are numerous studies focusing on asymptotic analysis and model reduction of
GLEs, aiming to justify the use of low-dimensional phenomenological equations such as
the Langevin-Kramers equations and the overdamped Langevin equations for modeling of
statistical systems. See, for instance, [57, 45, 56]. There are also many works studying
asymptotics of functionals along trajectory of these phenomenological equations [10, 7, 23,
58, 4]. On the other hand, to our best knowledge works performing asymptotic analysis of
functionals along trajectory of generalized Langevin systems, in particular for functionals
appearing in stochastic thermodynamics of GLEs, are scarce.
In this paper we present a comprehensive multiple time scales analysis (homogenization)
of these functionals, as well as of the GLE dynamics, in various limiting situations. The
main goal is to apply the analysis to investigate the issue of discretization choice for a class
of stochastic integrals appearing in stochastic thermodynamics. This issue concerns with jus-
tification (or not) of the widespread use of Stratonovich convention (midpoint discretization)
for defining functionals, such as heat and work, along trajectories of these phenomenologi-
cal models, used in deriving the law of energy balance in the energetics literature [64, 63].
From mathematical viewpoint, the Stratonovich choice of discretization guarantees the vec-
tor fields involved transform under a change of coordinates [11] and is therefore suitable for
formulation of coordinate-free SDEs on manifolds. However, this choice needs to be carefully
justified at a more fundamental level, for instance by taking a GLE as starting point for anal-
ysis, in which case the functionals (stochastic integrals) along the phase-space trajectories
are uniquely defined (i.e. their discretization is free of ambiguities). Performing homogeniza-
tion on these functionals allows us to find out its limiting expression in the considered limit.
This limiting expression is then compared to the functional defined along the trajectory of
the limiting dynamics.
In our previous contribution in [8], we have shown that for systems in which noise corre-
lation is shorter-lived than inertia (usually the case for microscopic colloids in water at room
temperature) the correct discretization for these functionals is Stratonovich – this is the
result obtained by performing a Markovian limit first and then the small mass limit. This
result holds under the conditions that (i) the processes which generate the colored noise
are equilibrium ones, and (ii) in the small mass limit the velocity degrees of freedom reach
an equilibrium distribution with the local temperature (this holds when the fluctuation-
dissipation relation is obeyed). For systems that violate these conditions, the interpretation
of the (limiting) functionals is less immediately clear. The main motivation and contribution
of this paper is, in fact, to investigate and identify the limiting behavior of these functionals
beyond the aforementioned setting via a systematic multiscale analysis considering different
hierarchies of the time scales involved. The results obtained in this paper not only recover
our earlier results in [8], but also give new results and uncover interesting insights in more
general settings.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the class of GLE models to be
studied in this paper. We give three examples, of relevance in applications to study nonequi-
librium systems, of these models in Appendix A. In Section 3, we motivate and introduce
a class of functionals along trajectories of the GLE. In Section 4, we study homogenization
for a class of SDE systems with state-dependent coefficients and their functionals. The con-
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vergence results will be obtained in a strong pathwise sense. They follow from a special
case of the homogenization theorem proven in our earlier work [46], summarized in a self-
contained manner in Appendix B. We discuss the mathematical implications of these results,
in particular we link symmetry breaking and area anomaly. Appendix C illustrates this link
in the context of a simple physical example to build some intuition before we move on to
study the more general situations of GLEs. Section 5 contains the main contributions of the
paper. There, building on the results in Section 4, we study homogenization for generalized
Langevin dynamics as well as the functionals introduced in Section 3. We then discuss the
conditions under which a Stratonovich functional is recovered for various limiting situations,
as well as the consequences due to interplay between symmetry breaking and area anomaly.
We conclude the paper in Section 6.
2 Generalized Langevin Equations (GLEs)
In this section we define our GLE models, following closely the notation in [45]. In the
GLE (1), the memory function κ : R → Rq×q is taken to be Bohl, i.e. the matrix elements of
κ(t) are finite linear combinations of the functions of the form tkeαt cos(ωt) and tkeαt sin(ωt),
where k is an integer and α and ω are real numbers. For properties of Bohl functions, we refer
to Chapter 2 of [69]. The noise process ξt is a r-dimensional mean zero stationary real-valued
Gaussian vector process having a Bohl covariance function, R(t) := Eξtξ
T
0 = R
T (−t), and,
therefore, its spectral density, S(ω) :=
∫∞
−∞R(t)e
−iωtdt, is a rational function [71].
Note that the Gaussian process ξt which drives the SIDE (1) is not assumed to be Markov.
The assumptions we made on its covariance will allow us to present it as a projection of a
Markov process in a (typically higher-dimensional) space. This approach, which originated
in stochastic control theory [37], is called stochastic realization. We describe κ(t) and ξt in
detail below.
Let Γ1 ∈ Rd1×d1 , M 1 ∈ Rd1×d1 , C1 ∈ Rq×d1 , Σ1 ∈ Rd1×q1, Γ2 ∈ Rd2×d2 , M 2 ∈ Rd2×d2 ,
C2 ∈ Rr×d2 , Σ2 ∈ Rd2×q2 be constant matrices, where d1, d2, q1, q2, q and r are positive
integers. In this paper, we study the class of SIDE (1), with the memory function defined
in terms of the triple (Γ1,M 1,C1) of matrices as follows:
κ(t) = C1e
−Γ1|t|M 1C
T
1 . (3)
The covariance of the stationary Gaussian noise process ξt will be expressed in terms of the
triple (Γ2,M 2,C2). More precisely, we define it as:
ξt = C2βt, (4)
where βt is the solution to the Itoˆ SDE:
dβt = −Γ2βtdt+Σ2dW (q2)t , (5)
with the initial condition, β0, normally distributed with zero mean and covariance M 2.
Here, W
(q2)
t denotes a q2-dimensional Wiener process and is independent of β0.
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For i = 1, 2, the matrix Γi is positive stable, i.e. all its eigenvalues have positive real
parts and M i =M
T
i > 0 satisfies the following Lyapunov equation:
ΓiM i +M iΓ
T
i = ΣiΣ
T
i . (6)
It follows from positive stability of Γi that this equation indeed has a unique solution [3].
The covariance matrix, R(t) ∈ Rr×r, of the noise process is therefore expressed in terms of
the matrices (Γ2,M 2,C2) as follows:
R(t) = C2e
−Γ2|t|M 2C
T
2 , (7)
and so the triple (Γ2,M 2,C2) completely specifies the probability distribution of ξt. For
concrete examples of noise process that can be realized using the above formalism, see [45].
Physically, the choice of the matrices Γ2,M 2,C2 specifies the characteristic time scales
(eigenvalues of Γ−12 ) present in the environment, introduces the initial state of a stationary
Markovian Gaussian noise and selects the parts of the prepared Markovian noise that are
(partially) observed, respectively. In other words, we have assumed that the noise in the
SIDE (1) is realized or “experimentally prepared” by the above triple of matrices [45]. The
triples that specify the memory function in (3) and the noise process in (4) are unique up to
the following transformations:
(Γ′i = T iΓiT
−1
i ,M
′
i = T iM iT
T
i ,C
′
i = CiT
−1
i ), (8)
where i = 1, 2 and the T i are invertible matrices of appropriate dimensions.
With the above definitions of memory kernel and noise process, the SIDE (1) becomes:
mx¨t = F (t,xt)−γ0(xt)x˙t−g(xt)
∫ t
0
C1e
−Γ1(t−s)M 1C
T
1h(xs)x˙sds+σ0(xt)ηt+σ(xt)C2βt,
(9)
where βt is the solution to the SDE (5). Introducing the auxiliary variable
yt =
∫ t
0
e−Γ1(t−s)M 1C
T
1h(xs)vsds, (10)
and setting ηtdt = dBt, where Bt ∈ Rb is a Wiener process independent ofW (q2)t , the SIDE
can be cast as the following Itoˆ SDE system for the Markov process zt = (xt, vt,yt,βt) ∈
R
d×d×d1×d2 :
dxt = vtdt, (11)
mdvt = F (t,xt)dt− γ0(xt)vtdt− g(xt)C1ytdt+ σ0(xt)dBt + σ(xt)C2βtdt, (12)
dyt = −Γ1ytdt+M 1CT1h(xt)vtdt, (13)
dβt = −Γ2βtdt+Σ2dW (q2)t . (14)
We refer to Appendix A for three examples of GLE system arising in nonequilibrium
statistical mechanics. Several remarks concerning the system (11)-(14) are now in order.
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Remark 2.1. On one hand, zt is the solution to a hypoelliptic SDE system of the form
dzt = a(t, zt)dt+B(t, zt)dU t, (15)
where U t is a Wiener process and B is a matrix-valued function that is not full rank, since
the noise does not act in all directions of z. Therefore, from mathematical point of view
our study of the GLE and functionals along its trajectory can be viewed as study of the
above hypoelliptic SDE system [61] and the associated functionals. On the other hand, the
process rt = (xt, vt,yt) gives the coordinates of the generalized Langevin system. It is a
non-Markov process satisfying an Itoˆ SDE of the form:
drt = b(t, rt)dt+Φ(rt)dBt +Φa(rt)βtdt, (16)
where the driving noise consists of a white noise and a Gaussian colored noise. Note that
the augmented process zt = (rt,βt) is the Markov process solving the SDE (15).
Remark 2.2. One could have absorbed the constant matrices Ci into the coefficients σ,
g, h but we choose to keep them as parameters for our memory function and colored noise
models. The one-dimensional case (d = 1) where Ci = 1, Γi = αi > 0, Σi = αi, M i = αi/2,
for i = 1, 2 (we will drop the boldface when denoting the processes and coefficients in the
one-dimensional case – for instance, xt = xt, g = g, W t = Wt, etc.), follows as a special
case. In this case, the memory function and covariance function of the colored noise process
are exponentials, with possibly different decay rates αi.
Remark 2.3. In order to be able to study the GLE as a finite-dimensional Markovian system
it is crucial that the memory function and covariance function of the colored noise process
be Bohl. In the case where, for instance, these functions decay as a power law, the resulting
GLE cannot be studied as a finite-dimensional SDE system and one needs to work in the
infinite-dimensional setting [39, 24]. However, our formalism allows us to approximate an
arbitrary memory function, such as the ones decaying as a power law (long-range memory),
on a finite time scale [66]. Therefore, our finite-dimensional consideration allows us to cover
a sufficiently large class of systems with memory.
3 Functionals along Trajectories of GLEs
We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of a class of functionals along the trajectory
(rt)t≥0, where rt = (xt, vt,yt)
1, of the generalized Langevin systems described by (9) in
various limiting situations. These situations are when wide separation of time scales exists
in the systems and thereby allowing simplification of the dynamics via elimination of the
fast degrees of freedom and description of the system solely in terms of the slow degrees of
freedom. These functionals take the form of:
Ft =
∫ t
0
r(s, rs)ds+
∫ t
0
p(s, rs) ◦? drs (17)
1Since yt is a functional of (xs,vs)0≤s≤t, it suffices to consider the trajectory (xt,vt)t≥0 instead of
(xt,vt,yt)t≥0
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which, in differential form, is:
dFt = r(t, rt)dt+ p(t, rt) ◦? drt, (18)
where ◦? denotes the (to be specified) discretization rule defining the stochastic integral in
(17). Since different discretization rules lead to different properties of the functional, the
discretization rule should be assigned in such a way that the physical behavior of the modeled
system is captured correctly [34, 18, 67, 73]. Here and throughout the paper, we are using
calligraphic font for denoting a functional. We emphasize that, in contrast to the case of
Langevin-Kramers model, the process rt, being a component of the Markov process (rt,βt),
is generally non-Markov.
We are going to introduce and define a special subclass of functionals (17) along the
trajectory of the GLE (9) (or equivalently the SDE system (11)-(14)) in the following.
These functionals are various thermodynamic functionals of interest arising in stochastic
thermodynamics [63] of the GLE. To begin with, we split the force field as F (t,x) =
−∇xU(t,x) + fnc(t,x), where the scalar-valued function U represents a potential and fnc
represents a non-conservative external force, driving the system out of equilibrium.
When considering these functionals, there are two cases of interest. The first case is the
case when σ0 = 0, in which case there is no ambiguity in defining the stochastic integral in
(17). The second case is when σ0 is non-zero, in which case we need to specify the convention
◦? for the stochastic integral, usually taken to be Stratonovich. We will consider only the
first case here. Therefore, we set σ0 to zero from now on unless specified otherwise, and
replace ◦? by · to denote dot product. More precisely, when σ0 vanishes (and therefore the
corresponding Φ in (16) vanishes), the equation for rt does not contain a white noise term.
In this case, the process rt is more regular than the one in the case of non-vanishing σ0
and the stochastic integral defining rt is uniquely defined, in particular its properties are
independent of the discretization choice.
We define a heat-like and work-like functional along the stochastic trajectory (rt)t≥0 as:
dQt =
(
−g(xt)
∫ t
0
κ(t− s)h(xs)vsds+ σ(xt)ξt − γ0(xt)vt
)
· dxt, (19)
=
∫ t
0
(
mvs · dvs − F (s,xs) · dxs
)
, (20)
dWt = ∂U
∂t
dt+ fnc(t,xt) · dxt (21)
respectively. The above functionals are free of ambiguities in the discretization procedure
and are thus uniquely defined.
We emphasize that, as we discussed in [8], the functionals above are not, generally and
strictly speaking, defining physical heat and work for the generalized Langevin systems. This
emphasis leads to our usage of the terminology “heat-like” and “work-like” functional instead
of heat and work throughout the paper. These heat-like and work-like functionals are rather
defined in a manner that ensures a first law for energy balance is satisfied as follows. Let us
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define2 the internal energy of the system as:
Et = 1
2
m|vt|2 + U(t,xt). (22)
Then, the above definitions for heat-like and work-like functional are consistent with the
first law of stochastic thermodynamics in the sense that the energy Et is conserved along
individual trajectories. Indeed, using dE = mv · dv + dU , one obtains the law:
dE = dW + dQ, (23)
where W and Q are defined in (20) and (21) respectively, and we use the convention that
Q < 0 if the heat is transferred or dissipated from the system into the environment.
Next, we specialize the above definition to the setting where the heat-like and work-like
functional become physical heat and work. This is the case where γ0 = 0, the fluctuation-
dissipation relation of the second kind holds, and the colored noise models a heat bath which
is in equilibrium at temperature T . In this case, the resulting GLE can be derived from a
microscopic Hamiltonian model (see an earlier remark in Section 2) for a Brownian particle
(weakly) interacting with an equilibrium heat bath at temperature T . The thermodynamic
entropy produced in the environment, from an initial state (x0, v0) at the initial time to a
final state (xt, vt) at time t, is defined as:
St = −βQt = β
∫ t
0
(
F (s,xs) · dxs −mvs · dvs
)
. (24)
where β = 1/kBT . It is a measure of irreversibility of the generalized Langevin dynamics.
The heat can be interpreted as the change of bath energy over the system trajectory and it
is a functional of the system history alone [2]. In the more general case beyond the above
setting, the above definition does not generally define a thermodynamic entropy, and so we
are going to simply refer to it as an entropy-like functional. Finally, we emphasize that the
integrals defining the dynamical process rt and functionals Qt, Rt here are uniquely defined
and will be taken to be the starting point for multiple time scale analysis (homogenization),
for which (the interpretation of) their limiting expression will be of interest.
4 Homogenization of Slow-Fast SDE Systems and Their
Functionals
Asymptotic analysis of functionals along trajectories of approximating stochastic processes
has long histories and is an important tool for stochastic modeling of noisy systems. An im-
portant early example comes from the classic work of Wong and Zakai [72], who considered
the limiting behavior of the family of real-valued stochastic integrals yn(t) =
∫ t
0
u(Bn(s))dBn(s),
where u is some sufficiently nice function and Bn(t) is a sequence of sufficiently smooth func-
tions approximating a Wiener process. They found that yn(t) converges to the Stratonovich
2Note that a fluctuating internal energy is by no means unique, but can assume many different forms
which all would give the same “mean value”, but different higher moments [29]. As a consequence, (22) is
nothing more than a definition.
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integral, y(t) =
∫ t
0
u(B(s)) ◦ dB(s), where ◦ denotes Stratonovich product and B(t) is a
Wiener process, in the limit as n → ∞. The result holds in one dimension and may fail in
higher dimensions, in which case one has additional (anomalous) drift terms due to Le´vy
area correction [43, 35, 68] (see Section 11.7.7 in [60] for an explicit example).
Each yn(t) is a functional along trajectories of the approximating functions Bn(t). In the
special case where the fast process Bn(t) satisfies an Itoˆ SDE, driven by a white noise, the
key technique is to embed the functional into a higher dimensional Markov process. The
goal is then to determine the limiting behavior of the slow process yn(t), as components of
the Markov process, as n → ∞. In the context of the above example, one has dzn(t) =
dBn(t), dyn(t) = u(zn(t))dzn(t), and Bn(t) is a process embedded in a SDE system. If, for
instance, Bn(t) is an integrated Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, then we have dBn(t) = Cn(t)dt,
dCn(t) = −λnCn(t)dt + σndWt, where Wt is a Wiener process and λn, σn are some suitable
increasing sequences in n.
We are going to study a generalization of the above example problem to a class of multi-
dimensional diffusion processes. Our setting is sufficiently general to cover all the asymptotic
problems for GLEs and their functionals in this paper.
Consider the following family of Itoˆ SDE systems for Zǫt = (X
ǫ
t,Y
ǫ
t,A
ǫ
t,Bǫt) ∈ Rn×Rm×
R
l × R:
dXǫt = U 1(t,X
ǫ
t)Y
ǫ
tdt+ u1(t,X
ǫ
t)dt+ σ˜(t,X
ǫ
t)dW˜ t, (25)
ǫdY ǫt = −U 2(t,Xǫt)Y ǫtdt+ u2(t,Xǫt)dt+ σ(t,Xǫt)dW t, (26)
dAǫt = r(t,X
ǫ
t)dt+ P (t,X
ǫ
t)dX
ǫ
t, (27)
dBǫt = ǫY ǫt · dY ǫt, (28)
where U 1 : R
+×Rn → Rn×m, U 2 : R+×Rn → Rm×m, u1 : R+×Rn → Rn, u2 : R+×Rn → Rm,
σ˜ : R+ × Rn → Rn×ds, σ : R+ × Rn → Rm×df , W˜ t ∈ Rds and W t ∈ Rdf are independent
Wiener processes on a filtered probability space (Ω,F ,Ft,P) such that the usual conditions
[38] hold, r : R+ × Rn → Rl, P : R+ × Rn → Rl×n, ǫ > 0 is a small parameter, and ·
denotes dot product. The variables Zǫt model physical processes or states of a system with
dimensionless variables. Let E denote expectation with respect to P.
We assume that Bǫ0 = ǫ|Y ǫ0|2/2, so that
Bǫt = Bǫ0 + ǫ
∫ t
0
Y ǫs · dY ǫs = Bǫ0 +
ǫ
2
∫ t
0
d
(|Y ǫs|2) = ǫ2 |Y ǫt|2. (29)
The above systems are variants of the one considered in [5] (see also [7, 6]). All the
equations contain fast dynamics but the dynamics in Y ǫ is one order of magnitude faster
than in Xǫ, Aǫ and Bǫ. Our goal is to eliminate the variable Y ǫ in (25)-(28) and derive an
effective description for the slow process Qǫt = (X
ǫ
t,A
ǫ
t,Bǫt) in the limit ǫ→ 0.
We now introduce our notation and provide some reminders on transformation of stochas-
tic integrals.
Notation. Consider the diffusion process Zt ∈ RN , t ≥ 0, satisfying the Itoˆ SDE:
dZt = b(t,Zt)dt+ σ(t,Zt)dW t, (30)
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where b : R+ × RN → RN , σ : R+ × RN → RN×M (differentiable in Z), and W t ∈ RM is a
Wiener process. Equivalently, it can be cast as the following Stratonovich SDE:
dZt = u(t,Zt)dt+ σ(t,Zt) ◦ dW t, (31)
where u(t,Zt) = b(t,Zt)− c(t,Zt), the symbol ◦ denotes Stratonovich convention (without
the symbol ◦, Itoˆ convention is taken), and, in index-free notation,
c =
1
2
[∇ · (σσT )− σ∇ · (σT )]. (32)
In the above, ∇· denotes divergence operator which contracts a matrix-valued function to
a vector-valued function: for the matrix-valued function A(Z), the ith component of its
divergence is given by
(∇ ·A)i =
N∑
j=1
∂Aij
∂Zj
. (33)
Equivalently, in components,
ci =
1
2
∂σij
∂Xk
σkj, (34)
where σij denotes the (i, j)-entry of the matrix σ, Zk the kth component of the vector Z,
and we have used Einstein’s summation convention for repeated indices.
We make the following assumptions on the SDE systems (25)-(28):
Assumption 2. The global solutions, defined on [0, T ], to the pre-limit SDEs (25)-(28) and
to the limiting SDEs (35)-(37) a.s. exist and are unique for all ǫ > 0 (i.e. there are no
explosions).
Assumption 3. The matrix-valued functions {U 2(t,X); t ∈ [0, T ],X ∈ Rn} are uniformly
positive stable, i.e. all real parts of the eigenvalues of U 2(t,X) are bounded from below,
uniformly in t and X, by a positive constant.
Assumption 4. For t ∈ [0, T ], X ∈ Rn, and i = 1, 2, the functions ui(t,X), σ˜(t,X),
σ(t,X), r(t,X) are continuous and bounded in t and X, and Lipschitz in X, whereas
the functions U i(t,X), P (t,X), (U i)X(t,X), PX(t,X) are continuous in t, continuously
differentiable in X , bounded in t and X, and Lipschitz in X. Moreover, the functions
(U i)XX(t,X) (i = 1, 2) and PXX(t,X) are bounded for every t ∈ [0, T ] and X ∈ Rn.
Assumption 5. The initial condition Xǫ0 =X
ǫ ∈ Rn is an F0-measurable random variable
that may depend on ǫ, and we assume that E[|Xǫ|p] = O(1) as ǫ→ 0 for all p > 0. Also, Xǫ
converges, in the limit as ǫ→ 0, to a random variableX as follows: E [|Xǫ −X |p] = O(ǫpr0),
where r0 > 1/2 is a constant, as ǫ→ 0. The same conditions are assumed for Aǫ0. The initial
condition Y ǫ0 = Y
ǫ ∈ Rm is an F0-measurable random variable that may depend on ǫ, and
we assume that for every p > 0, E[|ǫY ǫ|p] = O(ǫα) as ǫ→ 0, for some α ≥ p/2.
The following theorem follows from a straightforward application of Theorem B.1. The
last statement in the theorem follows from the proof of Theorem B.1 (see [46] for details).
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Theorem 4.1. Under the Assumption 2-5, in the limit ǫ → 0, the family of processes
(Xǫt,A
ǫ
t), t ∈ [0, T ], converges to (X t,At) solving the Itoˆ SDE:
dX t = [u1(t,Xt) +U 1(t,X t)U
−1
2 (t,X t)u2(t,X t)]dt+ SIto(t,X t)dt+ σ˜(t,X t)dW˜ t
+U 1(t,X t)U
−1
2 (t,X t)σ(t,X t)dW t, (35)
dAt = r(t,X t)dt+ P (t,X t)dX t + dA
′
t, (36)
dA′t = [∇ · (P (t,X t)U 1(t,X t)µ(t,X t)UT1 (t,X t)),
− P (t,X t)∇ · (U 1(t,X t)µ(t,X t)UT1 (t,X t))]dt, or, in component: (37)
d(A′t)k = U ia1 U jb1 (U−12 J)ab
∂P ki
∂Xj
dt. (38)
In the above SIto is the noise-induced drift:
SIto =∇ · (U 1U−12 JUT1 )−U 1U−12 ∇ · (JUT1 ), (39)
with J solving the Lyapunov equation
U 2J + JU
T
2 = σσ
T , (40)
and µ = U−1
2
J . The convergence is in the following sense: for all finite T > 0,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Xǫt −X t| → 0, sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Aǫt −At| → 0, (41)
in probability, in the limit as ǫ → 0. The family of functionals Bǫt = ǫ2 |Y ǫt|2 converges to
Tr(J(t,X t)) as ǫ→ 0 in the following sense: for all finite T > 0,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∫ t
0
|Bǫs − Tr(J(s,Xs)|ds→ 0 (42)
in probability as ǫ→ 0.
The following two remarks describe the link between symmetry breaking (violation of a
detailed balance condition) and area anomaly (concerning the appearance of the anomalous
contributions, SItodt and dA
′
t, in the homogenized equations).
Remark 4.1. We recall some connections to relevant concepts from nonequilibrium statis-
tical mechanics [61]. Define the matrix µ and ν, by
µab :=
∫ ∞
0
EY aτ Y
b
0 dτ, (43)
2µabS := µ
ab + µba =: νacνbc. (44)
Let L0 be the infinitesimal generator corresponding to the fast dynamics in Y , i.e. L0 =
−U 2(t,X)Y ·∇Y + 12(σ(t,X)σT (t,X)) : ∇Y∇Y , where A : ∇Y∇Y :=
∑
i,j A
ij ∂2
∂Y i∂Y j
.
Using the time integral representation formula for (−L0)−1, one finds µab = Y b(−L−10 Y a),
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where overbar denotes averaging with respect to the invariant density of a mean zero Gaus-
sian process with the covariance matrix J . This is an example of the Green-Kubo formula,
which is important for the calculation of transport coefficients [59]. It is straightforward to
compute that µ = U−12 J and ν = U
−1
2 σ. Recall that J solves the Lyapunov equation (40),
which can be rewritten as L + LT = D, where L := U 2J is the Onsager matrix of kinetic
coefficient (associated to the fast dynamics) and D = σσT is the diffusion matrix [25].
It is well known that the detailed balance condition (the condition for the fast process
to be reversible, or equivalently, for its infinitesimal generator to be symmetric), for a given
t and X, holds if and only if U 2D is symmetric, i.e. U 2D = DU
T
2 [22]. In this case,
the stationary covariance matrix is U−12 D/2 and the corresponding stationary state is an
equilibrium one. In particular, this symmetry condition implies that µ is symmetric and
µ = µS. The converse is not true unless U
2
2J is symmetric. When the symmetry condition
is broken, the fast process is irreversible and has a nonequilibrium stationary state. One
can quantify the irreversibility of the process as follows. We write L = D/2 + Q and
LT = D/2−Q so that we can use Q = (L−LT )/2, the antisymmetric part of the Onsager
matrix, to measure the irreversibility of the fast process. If the fast process is reversible,
then the Onsager matrix L = D/2 is symmetric and Q = 0. We refer to [25, 52] and
the references therein for a list of works on quantification of the asymmetry of the Onsager
matrix.
Remark 4.2. In the case when σ˜ = σ˜(t) and σ = σ(t) are independent of the state, we
have:
dX t = (u1(t,X t) +U 1(t,X t)U
−1
2 (t,X t)u2(t,X t) + dX
′′
t
+ σ˜(t)dW˜ t +U 1(t,X t)U
−1
2 (t,X t)σ(t) ◦ dW t, (45)
with dX ′′t = HStr(t,X t))dt, where HStr is the additional drift term which can be written
in two equivalent ways. The first one is in terms of Q, L and ν introduced earlier and HStr
is written compactly as a sum of three contributions:
HStr =∇ · (U 1U−12 (U 1U−12 Q)T )−U 1U−12 ∇ · ((U 1U−12 L)T ) +
1
2
(U 1U
−1
2 )σ∇ · ((U 1ν)T ).
(46)
The second way is in terms of Q, Lie brackets of vector fields and ν:
H iStr =
∂(U1U
−1
2 )
ip
∂Xk
(U1U
−1
2 )
klQlp =
1
2
Qlp[Gl,Gp]
i, (47)
where the vector fields Gl are associated to the lth column of the matrix U 1U
−1
2 and [·, ·]
denotes the Lie bracket of two vector fields. The antisymmetricmatrixQ (which, as discussed
earlier, measures the irreversibility of the fast process) encodes the stochastic area of the
limiting dynamical process, and HStr would vanish in the one-dimensional case (c.f. [35],
or Section 2 in [42] for the point of view of interpolation problem for trajectories). The
irreversibility of the fast process generates macroscopic current in the stationary state and
induces some loops in the trajectories. It turns out that the area generated by these loops
is of O(1) as ǫ → 0. As a result, zooming in the small scale X t “spins” around a modified
mean trajectory [41, 42]. We refer the reader to Appendix C for an illustration of such
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phenomenon in a simple example. The phenomena of area anomaly has been discovered and
studied recently in different problem settings [12, 48, 49] (see also the references therein).
One rigorous framework for understanding these phenomena is based on the theory of rough
paths [50, 21].
Remark 4.3. The evolution of the effective functional is described by:
dAt = rdt + P ◦ dXt + dA′′t , (48)
dA′′t =
[
∇ ·
(
P
(
U 1µ
T
AU
T
1 −
1
2
σ˜σ˜T
))
− P∇ ·
(
U 1µ
T
AU
T
1 −
1
2
σ˜σ˜T
)]
dt, (49)
where µA is the antisymmetric part of µ. In component form, we have:
d(A′′t )i =
1
2
Ukb1 U
ja
1 µ
ab
A
(
∂P ij
∂Xk
− ∂P
ik
∂Xj
)
dt− ∂P
ij
∂Xk
(σ˜σ˜T )kjdt. (50)
Therefore, whenever µA = 0 (a sufficient condition for this is when Q = 0 and σ˜ = 0),
dA′′t = 0 and the effective SDE for the functionalAt can be expressed entirely in terms of the
trajectory of the slow process in the Stratonovich prescription. Otherwise, the loops induced
by irreversibility of the fast dynamics in theX-trajectory generally cause At, a functional of
the X-trajectory, to “spin” around a modified mean trajectory in the limit. Similar results,
albeit in a different and more abstract context, were also shown and discussed in [42]. In the
very special case when r = 0, P is an identity matrix and Aǫ0 =X
ǫ
0 = 0, we have A
ǫ
t =X
ǫ
t
and therefore the effective description for both dynamical variable and functional coincides –
see Remark 4.1 for expression of the anomalous contribution in this case. Finally, we remark
that even in the general case when µA is non-zero, the effective SDE for the functional At
can be expressed entirely in terms of the trajectory of the slow process (albeit generally not
in the Stratonovich prescription), and therefore the area anomaly due to At here is different
from the entropy anomaly studied in [7], where new independent noise terms need to be
introduced in the effective equation for the entropy production.
5 Homogenization of GLEs and Functionals
In this section we explore five homogenization procedures for the GLEs and the associated
functionals of interest:
(5.1) a Markovian limit;
(5.2) a limit where the small mass limit is taken after the Markovian limit in (5.1);
(5.3) the small mass limit;
(5.4) a limit where a Markovian limit is taken after the small mass limit in (5.3); and
(5.5) a joint Markovian and small mass limit.
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For each procedure, we first state the problem, motivation as well as the assumptions, and
then present the results. These results are obtained by applying Theorem 4.1, upon veri-
fying the assumptions. Since the verification is straightforward we omit the proof for these
results. We then discuss the commutativity of these procedures and the consequences of im-
posing/breaking various symmetry conditions (including fluctuation-dissipation relations).
For all these homogenization procedures, we are studying the case where the colored noise
comes from two independent sources evolving on different time scales. The noise is modeled
by σ(xt)ξt = σ(xt)C2βt = σs(xt)ξ
(s)
t +σf (xt)ξ
(f)
t , where ξ
(s)
t = Csβ
(s)
t and ξ
(f)
t = Cfβ
(f)
t ,
with β
(s)
t and β
(f)
t satisfying SDEs of the form (14) with different damping and diffusion
constants, i.e.:
dβ
(s)
t = −Γsβ(s)t dt+ΣsdW (ds)t , (51)
dβ
(f)
t = −Γfβ(f)t dt+ΣfdW (df )t . (52)
Here σf is a non-zero matrix, σs is a possibly zero matrix,W
(ds)
t ∈ Rds andW (df )t ∈ Rdf are
independent Wiener processes on a filtered probability space (Ω,F ,Ft,P) satisfying the usual
conditions, and ξ
(f)
t denotes the part of the noise whose correlation times are much smaller
than those of ξ
(s)
t (the superscript (s) and (f) indicate “slow” and “fast” respectively). The
matrices Γi (i = s, f) are positive stable andM i =M
T
i > 0 satisfies the Lyapunov equation
ΓiM i +M iΓ
T
i = ΣiΣ
T
i . We denote the covariance of ξ
(s)
t and ξ
(f)
t as Rs(t) and Rf(t)
respectively.
In the case when σs is zero, σ(xt)ξt = σf (xt)ξ
(f)
t , in which case all the noise correlation
time scales are small, so taking these time scales to zero performs the full white noise limit
for the GLE. Otherwise, not all noise correlation time scales are small and therefore not all
of these time scales will be taken to zero, performing only a partial white noise limit for the
GLE – this retains the influence of the colored noise on the system in the limit.
We assume, throughout the rest of the paper, that:
Assumption 6. The matrices
Ki = CiΓ
−1
i M iC
T
i (i = 1, f) (53)
are non-zero and invertible (but not necessarily positive definite).
This assumption is necessary for a meaningful Markovian limit and implies that the GLE
models normal diffusion (see [46] for cases where the assumption is violated). The matrix
K1 is the effective damping constant and Kf the effective diffusion constant (for the fast
noise process ξ
(f)
t ) in the GLE [45].
In all cases, we are assuming that there are no explosions, i.e. almost surely, for every
ǫ > 0 there exists global unique solution to the pre-limit SDE system and also to the
limiting SDE system on the time interval [0, T ]. Other assumptions needed concern the
initial conditions as well as the regularity and boundedness of the coefficients in the GLE.
Note that we have chosen to work with a rather strong assumptions here – they can be
relaxed in various directions at an increased cost of technicality but we choose not to pursue
this here.
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Assumption 7. Regularity and boundedness. For t ∈ R+, y ∈ Rd, the functions F (t,y),
σ0(y), σs(y) and σf(y) are continuous and bounded (in t and y) as well as Lipschitz in y,
whereas the functions γ0(y), g(y), h(y), (γ0)y(y), (g)y(y) and (h)y(y) are continuously
differentiable and Lipschitz in y as well as bounded (in y). Moreover, the functions (γ0)yy(y),
(g)yy(y) and (h)yy(y) are bounded for every y ∈ Rd.
Assumption 8. Initial conditions. The initial data x, v ∈ Rd are F0-measurable random
variables independent of the σ-algebra generated by the Wiener processesW (ds) andW (df ).
They are independent of ǫ and have finite moments of all orders.
We may also need one of the following stability assumptions when studying certain pro-
cedures:
Assumption 9. The matrix-valued functions {γ0(x);x ∈ Rd} are uniformly positive stable.
Assumption 10. The matrix-valued functions {Γ(x) = γ0(x) + g(x)K1h(x);x ∈ Rd} are
uniformly positive stable.
5.1 A Markovian Limit
We introduce the scaling κ(t) 7→ 1
ǫ
κ
(
t
ǫ
)
and Rf(t) 7→ 1ǫRf
(
t
ǫ
)
, where ǫ > 0 is a small
parameter, in the GLE (9) with the colored noise term σ(xt)ξt = σs(xt)ξ
(s)
t + σf(xt)ξ
(f)
t
as defined above. This is the limit where all the memory time scales, associated with the
history-dependent damping term, and the relevant noise correlation time scales tend to zero
at the same rate, and is therefore a partial Markovian limit. Our goal is to study the limit
ǫ→ 0 of the resulting generalized Langevin dynamics as well as of the work-like and heat-like
functional of the system.
Implementing this scaling, and introducing the auxiliary process
yǫt =
∫ t
0
e−Γ1(t−s)M 1C
T
1h(x
ǫ
s)v
ǫ
sds, (54)
the process (xǫt, v
ǫ
t,y
ǫ
t,β
(f)ǫ
t ,β
(s)ǫ
t ) satisfies the SDE system:
dxǫt = v
ǫ
tdt, (55)
mdvǫt = F (t,x
ǫ
t)dt− γ0(xǫt)vǫtdt− g(xǫt)C1yǫtdt+ σf(xǫt)Cfβ(f)ǫt dt+ σs(xǫt)Csβ(s)ǫt dt,
(56)
ǫdyǫt = −Γ1yǫtdt+M 1CT1h(xǫt)vǫtdt, (57)
ǫdβ
(f)ǫ
t = −Γfβ(f)ǫt dt+ΣfdW (df )t , (58)
dβ
(s)ǫ
t = −Γsβ(s)ǫt dt+ΣsdW (ds)t . (59)
The heat-like functional Qt and work-like functional Wt satisfy the following SDEs:
dQǫt = mvǫt · dvǫt − F (t,xǫt) · dxǫt, (60)
dWǫt =
∂U
∂t
dt+ fnc(t,x
ǫ
t) · dxǫt, (61)
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where (xǫt, v
ǫ
t) solves the SDE system (55)-(59). Note that in the special case of d = 2 with
U := 0, fnc(t,x) :=
1√
2
(−x2, x1), the work-like functional is simply stochastic area of the
position process and the heat-like functional is the difference between the kinetic energy and
this area.
The dynamics in yǫ and β(f)ǫ are an order of magnitude faster than those in xǫ, vǫ, β(s)ǫ,
Qǫ and Wǫ, and one has the following results.
Corollary 5.1. Under appropriate assumptions on the initial conditions and the coefficients
(i.e. Assumption 6-8) of the pre-limit SDEs (55)-(59), the family of processes (xǫt, v
ǫ
t,β
(s)ǫ
t ),
satisfying the SDEs (55)-(59), converges, as ǫ → 0, to the solution (xt, vt,β(s)t ) of the Itoˆ
SDE system:
dxt = vtdt, (62)
mdvt = F (t,xt)dt− Γ(xt)vtdt+Σ(xt)dW (df )t + σs(xt)Csβ(s)t dt, (63)
dβ
(s)
t = −Γsβ(s)t dt+ΣsdW (ds)t , (64)
where Γ = γ0 + gK1h and Σ = σfCfΓ
−1
f Σf . The convergence is in the strong pathwise
sense as before.
Note that Σ(xt)W
(df )
t = σf (xt)Bt, where Bt is a Brownian motion with covariance
Kf +K
T
f .
Corollary 5.2. Let ΘA denote the antisymmetric part of the matrix Θ = σfK
T
f σ
T
f , with
Kf = CfΓ
−1
f M fC
T
f , where M f solves the Lyapunov equation ΓfM f +M fΓ
T
f = ΣfΣ
T
f .
Under the same assumptions as in Corollary 5.1, the family of processes (Wǫt ,Qǫt), converges,
as ǫ→ 0, to the solution (Qt,Wt) of the SDEs:
dQt = mvt ◦ dvt − F (t,xt) · dxt + dQanomt , (65)
dWt = ∂U
∂t
dt+ fnc(t,xt) · dxt, (66)
where
dQanomt =
1
m
∇v · (vTt ΘA(xt))dt, (67)
and (xt, vt) solves the SDE system (62)-(64). The convergence is in the strong pathwise
sense as before.
Corollary 5.3. dQanomt = 0 if and only if µf = Γ−1f M f (or equivalently, Kf) is symmetric.
In particular, a sufficient condition for dQanomt = 0 is when the fast process β(f)t satisfies the
detailed balance condition.
Note that Θ = σfCfM fΓ
−T
f (σfCf)
T = σfK
T
f σ
T
f , which can be related to the Onsager
matrix associated to the fast dynamics. It can be shown that the matrix Θ is, at least in
the case when σf is a non-zero constant, the time integral of the correlation function of
the stationary colored noise process ξ˜t := σfCfβ
(f)
t , i.e. Θ
ab =
∫∞
0
E[ξ˜at ξ˜
b
0]dt, which is in
general not symmetric. From Corollary 5.2, we see that, unless ΘA vanishes (i.e. when we
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are in the one-dimensional setting, or in the multi-dimensional setting with all the matrix-
valued coefficients diagonal, or when the fast colored noise process admits an equilibrium
stationary state), the effective evolution of the functional Qt cannot be expressed solely as
a Stratonovich integral over the effective trajectory. Interestingly, in the one-dimensional
setting, the Stratonovich discretization is justified even if the fluctuation-dissipation relation
of the second kind is violated. In the general case, whether ΘA vanishes or not is entirely
due to the symmetry associated with the fast driving colored process, and, in particular, is
independent of the details of the memory function and the slower driving noise process.
5.2 The Markovian Limit Followed by the Small Mass Limit
We rescale m 7→ m0ǫ, where m0 > 0 is a proportionality constant, in (62)-(66). The resulting
SDE system then becomes:
dxǫt = v
ǫ
tdt, (68)
ǫdvǫt = F (t,x
ǫ
t)dt− Γ(xǫt)vǫtdt+Σ(xǫt)dW (f)t + σs(xǫt)Csβ(s)ǫt dt, (69)
dβ
(s)ǫ
t = −Γsβ(s)ǫt dt+ΣsdW (ds)t , (70)
dQǫt = m0ǫvǫt ◦ dvǫt − F (t,xǫt) · dxǫt +
1
m0ǫ
∇vǫ · ((vǫt)TΘA(xǫt))dt, (71)
dWǫt =
∂U
∂t
dt+ fnc(t,x
ǫ
t) · dxǫt. (72)
We are going to study the limit ǫ → 0 of the above system. This corresponds to taking
the small mass limit after the Markovian limit is taken on the GLE (9). We assume that
Assumption 10 holds, which is crucial to ensure that the small mass limit of the system
described by (62)-(64) is well defined [45].
Corollary 5.4. Under appropriate assumptions on the initial conditions and the coefficients
(i.e. Assumption 6-8) of the pre-limit SDEs (68)-(69) and Assumption 10, the family of
processes xǫt, satisfying the SDEs (68)-(70), converges, as ǫ → 0, to the solution of the
following Itoˆ SDE:
dxt = Γ
−1(xt)(F (t,xt)dt+Σ(xt)dW
(df )
t + σs(xt)Csβ
(s)
t dt) +H(xt)dt, (73)
dβ
(s)
t = −Γsβ(s)t dt+ΣsdW (df )t , (74)
where Γ = γ0+gK1h, Σ = σfCfΓ
−1
f Σf , andH is the noise-induced drift whose expression
is given by:
H =∇ · (Γ−1J)− Γ−1∇ · J , (75)
where J solves the Lyapunov equation ΓJ + JΓT = ΣΣT = Θ +ΘT , with
Θ = σfCfM fΓ
−T
f (σfCf)
T , which was first introduced in Collorary 5.2. The convergence
is in the strong pathwise sense as before.
If ΓΣΣT is symmetric (detailed balance), then J = Γ−1σfK
T
f σ
T
f and H simplifies to:
H =∇ · (Γ−2σfKTf σTf )− Γ−1∇ · (Γ−1σfKTf σTf ). (76)
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Corollary 5.5. Assume that ΘA = 0 (i.e. µf = Γ
−1
f M f is symmetric). Let KA denote
the antisymmetric part of the matrix K = Γ−2σfK
T
f σ
T
f = Γ
−2Θ. Then, under the same
assumptions as in Corollary 5.4, as ǫ → 0, the family of processes (Wǫt ,Rǫt), satisfying the
SDEs (71)-(72), converges to the solution of the following SDEs:
dWt = ∂U
∂t
dt+ fnc(t,xt) ◦ dxt + dW ′t, (77)
dRt = F (t,xt) ◦ dxt + dR′t, (78)
where
dW ′t = [∇ · (fTnc(t,xt)KTA(xt))− fTnc(t,xt)∇ ·KTA(xt)]dt, (79)
dR′t = [∇ · (F T (t,xt)KTA(xt))− F T (t,xt)∇ ·KTA(xt)]dt, (80)
and xt solves the SDE (73). The convergence is in the strong pathwise sense as before.
Corollary 5.6. Suppose that the assumptions in Corollary 5.5 holds. Then dW ′t = dRt = 0
when γ0 = 0, g ∝ hT = σf and Kf =K1.
One can write K, using the solution J of the Lyapunov equation, explicitly as:
K = (γ0 + gK1h)
−1
∫ ∞
0
e−(γ0+gK1h)y(Θ+ΘT )e−(γ0+gK1h)
T ydy, (81)
where Θ is, as we have remarked earlier, the time integral of the correlation function of the
stationary colored noise process ξ˜t = σfCfβ
(f)
t with σf a constant.
We remark that if ΘA is non-zero, then the heat-like functional Qǫt diverges in the consid-
ered limit (since Qanomt = O(1/ǫ2) as ǫ→ 0). In the one-dimensional setting (where γ0 = 0,
gh > 0), the limit of all functionals considered is well-defined and can be expressed solely in
terms of trajectory of the slow process via Stratonovich procedure. In the multi-dimensional
setting, this is generally not true and, in fact, the functional might even diverge in the con-
sidered limit in the absence of symmetry of K. In the case γ0 = 0, two sufficient condition
for dW ′t = dRt = 0 when γ0 = 0 are:
• when the fluctuation-dissipation relation holds and the driving colored noise process is
an equilibrium one (in which case K i = C iΓ
−1
i M iC
T
i , i = 1, f , is symmetric) – this
is the condition in Corollary 5.6;
• when K1 and Kf are proportional to identity (but not necessarily the same), gh is
positive definite and commutes with σfσ
T
f .
5.3 The Small Mass Limit
We introduce the scaling m 7→ m0ǫ in the GLE and take the limit ǫ → 0 of the resulting
equivalent rescaled SDE system:
dxǫt = v
ǫ
tdt, (82)
m0ǫdv
ǫ
t = F (t,x
ǫ
t)dt− γ0(xǫt)vǫtdt− g(xǫt)C1yǫtdt+ σf(xǫt)Cfβ(f)ǫt dt+ σs(xǫt)Csβ(s)ǫt dt,
(83)
dyǫt = −Γ1yǫtdt+M 1CT1h(xǫt)vǫtdt, (84)
dβ
(f)ǫ
t = −Γfβ(f)ǫt dt+ΣfdW (df )t , (85)
dβ
(s)ǫ
t = −Γsβ(s)ǫt dt+ΣsdW (ds)t . (86)
The heat-like functional Qt and work-like functional Wt satisfy the following SDEs:
dQǫt = m0ǫvǫt · dvǫt − F (t,xǫt) · dxǫt, (87)
dWǫt =
∂U
∂t
dt+ fnc(t,x
ǫ
t) · dxǫt, (88)
where (xǫt, v
ǫ
t) solves the SDE system (82)-(86).
The dynamics in vǫ are an order of magnitude faster than those in the other variables.
Under a crucial assumption on the damping matrix γ0, the limit is well-defined and we have
the following results.
Corollary 5.7. Under appropriate assumptions on the initial conditions and the coefficients
(i.e. Assumption 6-8) of the pre-limit SDEs (82)-(86) and Assumption 9, the family of
processes xǫt, satisfying the SDEs (82)-(86), converges, as ǫ → 0, to the solution of the
following Itoˆ SDE:
dxt = γ
−1
0 (xt)[F (t,xt)− g(xt)C1yt + σf(xt)Cfβ(f)t + σs(xt)Csβ(s)t ]dt, (89)
dyt = −Γ1ytdt
+M 1C
T
1h(xt)γ
−1
0 (xt)[F (t,xt)− g(xt)C1yt + σf(xt)Cfβ(f)t + σs(xt)Csβ(s)t ]dt,
(90)
dβ
(f)
t = −Γfβ(f)t dt+ΣfdW (df )t , (91)
dβ
(s)
t = −Γsβ(s)t dt+ΣsdW (ds)t . (92)
The convergence is in the strong pathwise sense as before.
Corollary 5.8. Under the same assumptions as in Corollary 5.7, as ǫ → 0, the family of
processes (Wǫt ,Rǫt), satisfying the SDEs (87)-(88), converges to the solution of the following
SDEs:
dWt = ∂U
∂t
dt+ fnc(t,xt)dxt, (93)
dRt = F (t,xt)dxt, (94)
where xt solves the SDE (89). The convergence is in the strong pathwise sense as before.
Note the above functionals are uniquely defined.
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5.4 The Small Mass Limit Followed by a Markovian Limit
We introduce the scaling κ(t) 7→ 1
ǫ
κ
(
t
ǫ
)
and Rf(t) 7→ 1ǫRf
(
t
ǫ
)
in the SDEs (89)-(92). This
is the limit where a Markovian limit is taken after the small mass limit is performed on the
GLE.
The resulting rescaled SDEs for the dynamics and functionals become:
dxǫt = γ
−1
0 (x
ǫ
t)[F (t,x
ǫ
t)− g(xǫt)C1yǫt + σf(xǫt)Cfβ(f)ǫt + σs(xǫt)Csβ(s)ǫt ]dt, (95)
ǫdyǫt = −γ1(xǫt)yǫtdt+M 1CT1h(xǫt)γ−10 (xǫt)[F (t,xǫt) + σf(xǫt)Cfβ(f)ǫt + σs(xǫt)Csβ(s)ǫt ]dt,
(96)
ǫdβ
(f)ǫ
t = −Γfβ(f)ǫt dt+ΣfdW (df )t , (97)
dβ
(s)ǫ
t = −Γsβ(s)ǫt dt+ΣsdW (ds)t , (98)
dWǫt =
∂U
∂t
dt+ fnc(t,x
ǫ
t)dx
ǫ
t, (99)
dRǫt = F (t,xǫt)dxǫt, (100)
where γ1 = Γ1 +M 1C
T
1 hγ
−1
0 gC1.
Corollary 5.9. Under appropriate assumptions on the initial conditions and the coefficients
(i.e. Assumption 6-8) of the pre-limit SDEs (95)-(98) and Assumption 9, the family of
processes xǫt, satisfying the SDEs (95)-(98), converges, as ǫ → 0, to the solution of the
following Itoˆ SDE:
dxt = γ
−1
2 (xt)[F (t,xt) + σs(xt)Csβ
(s)
t ]dt + γ
−1
2 (xt)σfCfΓ
−1
f ΣfdW
(df )
t + S(xt)dt,
(101)
dβ
(s)
t = −Γsβ(s)t dt+ΣsdW (ds)t , (102)
where γ−12 = γ
−1
0 (I − gC1γ−11 M 1CT1hγ−10 ), γ1 = Γ1 +M 1CT1hγ−10 gC1, and
Si =
∂Rij
∂xl
T jl. (103)
In the above
R = −γ−10 [gC1γ−11 gC1γ−11 (M 1CT1hγ−10 σfCf)Γ−1f − σfCfΓ−1f ], (104)
T = (−J11CT1 gTγ−T0 + J12CTf σTf γ−T0 ,−JT12CT1 gTγ−T0 +M fCTf σTf γ−T0 ), (105)
where J11 and J12 solve the matrix equations:
γ1J12 + J12Γ
T
f =M 1C
T
1hγ
−1
0 σfCfM f , (106)
γ1J11 + J11γ
T
1 =M 1C
T
1hγ
−1
0 σfCfJ
T
12 + J12(M 1C
T
1hγ
−1
0 σfCf )
T . (107)
The convergence is in the strong pathwise sense as before.
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Corollary 5.10. Under the same assumptions as in Corollary 5.9, as ǫ → 0, the family of
processes (Wǫt ,Rǫt), satisfying the SDEs (100)-(99), converges to the solution of the following
SDEs:
dWt = ∂U
∂t
dt+ fnc(t,xt) ◦ dxt + dW ′t, (108)
dRt = F (t,xt) ◦ dxt + dR′t, (109)
dW ′t = [∇ · (fTnc(t,xt)Φ(xt)µTA(xt)ΦT (xt))− fTnc(t,xt)∇ · (Φ(xt)µTA(xt)ΦT (xt))]dt,
(110)
dR′t = [∇ · (F T (t,xt)Φ(xt)µTA(xt)ΦT (xt))− F T (t,xt)∇ · (Φ(xt)µTA(xt)ΦT (xt))]dt,
(111)
where Φ = γ−10 [−gC1 σfCf ], µA is the antisymmetric part of the matrix
µ =
[
γ−11 (J11 +M 1C
T
1hγ
−1
0 σfCfΓ
−1
f J
T
12) γ
−1
1 (J12 +M 1C
T
1hγ
−1
0 σfCfΓ
−1
f M f )
Γ−1f J
T
12 Γ
−1
f M f
]
,
(112)
with J11 and J12 satisfying (106)-(107), and xt solves the SDE (101). The convergence is
in the strong pathwise sense as before.
5.5 A Joint Markovian and Small Mass Limit
We introduce the scaling κ(t) 7→ 1
ǫ
κ
(
t
ǫ
)
and Rf(t) 7→ 1ǫRf
(
t
ǫ
)
, m 7→ m0ǫ in the GLE
(9). This is the limit where the inertial time scale, the memory time scale and some noise
correlation time scales of the system tend to zero at the same rate. This will provide a further
coarse-grained model compared to the Markovian limit and therefore more information will
be lost in the limit. We remark that the small mass limit of our GLE is generally not well-
defined (unless γ0 > 0) and leads to the interesting phenomenon of anomalous gap of the
particle’s mean-squared displacement [54, 36, 14].
Introducing the auxiliary variable yt as before, the resulting rescaled GLE can then be
studied as the following SDE system for the Markov process (xǫt, v
ǫ
t,y
ǫ
t,β
(f)ǫ
t ,β
(s)ǫ
t ):
dxǫt = v
ǫ
tdt, (113)
m0ǫdv
ǫ
t = F (t,x
ǫ
t)dt− γ0(xǫt)vǫtdt− g(xǫt)C1yǫtdt+ σf(xǫt)Cfβ(f)ǫt dt+ σs(xǫt)Csβ(s)ǫt dt,
(114)
ǫdyǫt = −Γ1yǫtdt+M 1CT1h(xǫt)vǫtdt, (115)
ǫdβ
(f)ǫ
t = −Γfβ(f)ǫt dt+ΣfdW (df )t , (116)
dβ
(s)ǫ
t = −Γsβ(s)ǫt dt+ΣsdW (ds)t . (117)
The heat Qǫt and work Wǫt satisfy the following SDEs:
dQǫt = m0ǫvǫt · dvǫt − F (t,xǫt) · dxǫt, (118)
dWǫt =
∂U
∂t
dt+ fnc(t,x
ǫ
t) · dxǫt, (119)
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where (xǫt, v
ǫ
t) solves the SDE system (113)-(117).
The dynamics in vǫ, yǫ and β(f)ǫ are an order of magnitude faster than those in xǫ, β(s)ǫ,
Qǫ and Wǫ.
Consider the following system of five matrix equations for J11 = J
T
11, J21 = J
T
12 and
J31 = J
T
13 (c.f. [45]):
γ0J11 + J11γ
T
0 + gC1J
T
12 + J12C
T
1 g
T = σfCfJ
T
13 + J13C
T
f σ
T
f , (120)
m0J11h
TC1M 1 + σfCfJ
T
23 = gC1J22 +m0J12Γ
T
1 + γ0J12, (121)
γ0J13 + gC1J23 +m0J13Γ
T
f = σfCfM f , (122)
M 1C
T
1hJ12 + J
T
12h
TC1M 1 = Γ1J22 + J22Γ
T
1 , (123)
M 1C
T
1hJ13 = Γ1J23 + J23Γ
T
f . (124)
We write Qǫt = m02 ǫ|vǫt|2 − m02 ǫ|vǫ0|2 −Rǫt, where Rǫt =
∫ t
0
F (s,xǫs) · dxǫs. We expect that
as ǫ→ 0, the kinetic energy terms are of O(1) and they tend to m0
2
|vt|2 − m02 |v0|2, where the
overline denotes average with respect to the invariant density of the stationary fast process
(at a given slow ones), which is mean zero Gaussian with covariance matrix J11. Therefore,
to study the asymptotic behavior of Qǫt in the considered limit, it suffices to investigate the
asymptotic behavior of Rǫt.
One then has the following results.
Corollary 5.11. The family of processes xǫt, satisfying the SDEs (113)-(117), converges, as
ǫ→ 0, to the solution of the following Itoˆ SDE:
dxt = Γ
−1(xt)(F (t,xt) + σs(xt)Csβ
(s)
t )dt+ S(xt)dt+ Γ
−1(xt)Σ(xt)dW
(df )
t , (125)
dβ
(s)
t = −Γsβ(s)t dt+ΣsdW (ds)t , (126)
where Γ = γ0+gK1h, Σ = σfCfΓ
−1
f Σf , and S is the noise-induced drift whose expression
is given by:
S =∇ · (Γ−1(m0J11 − g(C1Γ−11 J21)T + σf (CfΓ−1f J31)T ))
+ Γ−1
(
g∇ · ((C1Γ−11 J21)T )− σf∇ · ((CfΓ−1f J31)T )−m0∇ · J11
)
, (127)
where the J ij solve the system of matrix equations (120)-(124). The convergence is in the
strong pathwise sense as before.
The presence of the noise-induced drift S, due to the state-dependence of the coefficients
g, h and σf , implies that the elimination of the fast degrees of freedom needs to be done
carefully and naive procedure could lead to inconsistent result.
Corollary 5.12. Let λA denote the antisymmetric part of λ = −m0Γ−1J11+Γ−1gC1Γ−11 J21−
Γ−1σfCfΓ
−1
f J31, where the J ij solve the system of matrix equation (120)-(124).
The family of processes (Wǫt ,Rǫt) converges, as ǫ → 0, to the solution of the following
SDEs:
dWt = ∂U
∂t
dt+ fnc(t,xt) ◦ dxt + dW anomt , (128)
dRt = F (t,xt) ◦ dxt + dRanomt , (129)
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where
dWanomt = [∇ · (fTnc(t,xt)λA(xt))− fTnc(t,xt)∇ · λA(xt)]dt, (130)
dRanomt = [∇ · (F T (t,xt)λA(xt))− F T (t,xt)∇ · λA(xt)]dt, (131)
and xt solves the SDE (125)-(126). The convergence is in the strong pathwise sense as before.
Corollary 5.13. dWanomt = dRanomt = 0 when one of the following conditions holds:
(i) γ0, g, h, σf , Ci, M i, Γi (i = 1, f) are diagonal;
(ii) γ0 and σ0 are zero, the fluctuation-dissipation relation of the second kind holds, and
Γ−1σfK
T
f σ
T
f is symmetric (detailed balance).
In contrast to the Markovian limit case, it is generally not possible to express both
the work and heat functional in terms of trajectory of the effective slow process without
additional drift terms. This is possible for the work functional in the case where fnc is
independent of position. Also, the matrix λ loses the meaning as the time integral of the
correlation function of a physical noise process.
We next discuss the above results in the case γ0 = 0. The limiting expression for
Wt and Rt can be expressed in terms of trajectory of the slow process via Stratonovich
discretization if and only if λA vanishes. In the one-dimensional setting, the Stratonovich
procedure is justified even if the fluctuation-dissipation relation is violated. However, in
contrast to the results obtained for the Markovian limit, a stricter condition is needed for
λA to vanish in the general multi-dimensional case. Whether λA vanishes or not is not
entirely attributed to the symmetry associated with the noise term, but it also depends
on the properties of the memory function as well as the coefficients g, h and σf . The
unifying message in the above discussion is that, in the multidimensional setting, higher
level of coarse-graining or model reduction often leads to justification of use of Stratonovich
procedure in defining thermodynamic functionals using equations for the effective dynamics
for a smaller, more restricted class of systems. In the special one-dimensional setting, the
Stratonovich procedure is always justified.
5.6 Discussions
We have considered the joint Markovian and small mass limit of the GLE (Procedure (5.5))
in the previous subsection, as well as the procedure where the small mass limit is taken
after the Markovian limit is taken here (Procedure (5.2)). A natural question is how do
the effective equations obtained via these two limiting procedures compare. To allow the
comparison, we assume that γ0 = 0 and the detailed balance condition on the fast process
holds, i.e. ΘA = 0. First, note that the solution of (125) coincides, in law, with that of (73)
if and only if the noise-induced drifts S (in (127)) and H (in (76)) coincide. A sufficient
condition for this is when the fluctuation-dissipation relation of the second kind holds [45].
Second, the work functionals, satisfying (128) and (77) respectively, coincide, if in addition,
Wanomt = W ′t, i.e. if and only if λA = KTA. This occurs, for instance, in the very special
case of one dimensions where the fluctuation-dissipation relation of the second kind, i.e.
g = hT = σf and Rf(t) = κ(t) holds.
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Similar, albeit slightly more tedious, comparison can also be performed for the results
obtained via Procedure (5.5) and those via Procedure (5.4). In general, convergence of the
dynamical and functional paths depends on regularity of the approximating sequence. Dif-
ferent homogenization procedures give rise to approximating sequences of different regularity
and thus different limiting behavior where different forms of area anomaly appear, so the
commutativity of the procedures is not guaranteed unless one restricts to special cases –
these cases invoke symmetry in the form of a detailed balance as well as the relation between
dissipation and fluctuation driving the fast dynamics.
6 Conclusions
We have explored and performed various multiple time scale analysis (homogenization) for
a class of generalized Langevin dynamics together with the stochastic processes describing
the heat-like and work-like functionals in stochastic thermodynamics. We have addressed
and discussed the important problem of justifying the use of Stratonovich convention in the
definition of these functionals in the situations where there exists wide separation of time
scales of various levels in the systems. We find that, unless certain symmetry is present in
the GLE system, it is generally not possible to express the effective evolution of these func-
tionals solely in terms of trajectory of the effective process describing the system dynamics
via the standard Stratonovich convention, and additional information of the full process is
needed to do so. Depending on the level of coarse graining, one needs to impose appropriate
symmetry conditions in such a way that the area anomaly, encoded by the antisymmetric
part of the Onsager matrix associated with the fast dynamics, vanishes, in order to make
this possible. Our results can be applied to concrete physical systems, including the ones
described in Appendix A, in various time scale separation scenarios.
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Appendices
A Examples of GLE Systems in Nonequilibrium Sta-
tistical Mechanics
We give three classes of GLE systems which are special cases of the GLEs studied in this
paper.
Example A.1. A Brownian particle in a temperature gradient. We consider a
Brownian particle immersed in a nonequilibrium heat bath where a temperature gradient
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is present. For this system, the temperature of the heat bath varies with the position of
the particle and a generalized fluctuation-dissipation relation holds. We model the system
by the GLE defined in Section 2, with γ0 = 0, σ0 = 0, g(x) = h(x) =
√
γ(x)I and
σ(x) =
√
kBT (x)γ(x)I, where x ∈ Rd (d = 1, 2, 3), γ > 0 is a scalar function, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the state-dependent temperature of the bath and I is the identity
matrix. The resulting GLE is then:
dxt = vtdt, (132)
mdvt = F (t,xt)dt−
√
γ(xt)
(∫ t
0
κ(t− s)
√
γ(xs)vsds
)
dt+
√
kBT (xt)γ(xt)ξtdt, (133)
where ξt ∈ Rd is a mean-zero, stationary Gaussian colored noise with covariance function
equals to κ(t). The memory function and the colored noise are defined in a similar way
as before: κ(t) = C1e
−Γ1tM 1C
T
1 and ξt = C1βt, where dβt = −Γ1βtdt + Σ1dW t. The
above model has been used to study the phenomena of thermophoresis in [45] (see also the
discussions and references related to the GLE (132)-(133) there).
Example A.2. Active matter systems with spatially inhomogeneous activity. We
consider a small system in an equilibrium (passive) heat bath at the constant temperature
T subject to an external force field described by F (t,x) = −∇xU(t,x) + fnc(t,x) and
an active force field described by σa(x)η, where x ∈ Rd (d = 1, 2, 3), U is the potential,
fnc is a non-conservative force field, σa : R
d → Rd×a is a state-dependent coefficient, and
η ∈ Ra is a mean-zero stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. We model this system by
the GLE in Section 2 with γ0 = 0, σ0 = 0, g = h
T = σp ∈ Rd×d1 (constant matrix),
σ(x) = [
√
kBTσp σa(x)] ∈ Rd×(d1+a), ξt = C2βt, with C2 = I, βt = (ζt,ηt) ∈ Rd1+a,
ζt = Cpθt. More precisely:
dxt = vtdt, (134)
mdvt = F (t,xt)dt− σp
(∫ t
0
κ(t− s)σTp vsds
)
dt+
√
kBTσpCpθtdt+ σa(xt)ηtdt, (135)
dθt = −Γpθtdt+ΣpdW t, (136)
dηt = −Γaηtdt +ΣadU t, (137)
where ζt is a mean-zero, stationary Gaussian colored noise with covariance function equals
to κ(t) = Cpe
−ΓptM pC
T
p ∈ Rd1×d1 , and U t, W t are independent Wiener processes. In
the absence of σa(xt)ηt, the model can be derived from a microscopic Hamiltonian model
describing a particle interacting with an equilibrium heat bath at temperature T . Therefore,
the above model describes a system driven out of equilibrium by the active force σa(xt)ηt.
The above model can be viewed as a closely related variant of the ones studied in [44]. In
the joint limit where κ(t) tends to a Dirac delta function (memoryless limit), ζt tends to a
white noise (white noise limit) andm→ 0 (small mass limit), we recover the active Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck model for active matter systems studied in [16] but with inhomogeneous activity
due to the state-dependence of ηa here.
Example A.3. A charged particle in a spatially inhomogeneous magnetic field.
We consider an electrically charged particle of charge q in an equilibrium homogeneous heat
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bath. It is subject to a position-dependent magnetic field B(x) (x ∈ R3) [70] and time-
dependent force field, F = −∇xU(t,x) + qE(t,x), consisting of forces from conservative
potential and electric field. Assuming that the magnetic field is pointing along the unit vector
n and B(x) is the magnitude (i.e. B(x) = B(x)n), the Lorentz force qvt ×B(xt) can be
written as qB(xt)Zvt, where Z is a matrix with elements given by Zij = −ǫijknk, where ǫijk
is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol in 3D and nk is the kth component of n.
This system can be described by the GLE with γ0(x) = −qB(x)Z, σ0 = 0, g = hT = σb,
σ =
√
kBTσb, ξt is the same colored noise as introduced in Section 2 but with its covariance
function equals to κ(t):
dxt = vtdt, (138)
mdvt = F (t,xt)dt− σb
(∫ t
0
κ(t− s)σTb vsds
)
dt+ qB(xt)Zvtdt+
√
kBTσbξtdt. (139)
In the Markovian limit (i.e. joint memoryless and white noise limit), one obtain a Langevin-
Kramers equation with a state-dependent damping term (with a positive stable but not
positive definite effective “damping” matrix) and an additive white noise term (c.f. [59]).
The source of the state-dependence in the “damping” comes solely from the magnetic field.
Different variants of model for such system have been studied in [32, 47, 31, 15, 70, 13].
B Homogenization for a Class of SDEs with State-
Dependent Coefficients
In this section, we recall a homogenization result that will be needed for studying homoge-
nization for our GLEs and their functionals. This result is a special case of the main theorem
in [46].
Let n1, n2, k1, k2 be positive integers. Let ǫ > 0 be a small parameter and X
ǫ(t) ∈ Rn1 ,
Y ǫ(t) ∈ Rn2 for t ∈ [0, T ], where T > 0 is a constant. Let W (k1) and W (k2) denote
independent Wiener processes, which are Rk1-valued and Rk2-valued respectively, on a filtered
probability space (Ω,F ,Ft,P) satisfying the usual conditions [38].
With respect to the standard bases of Rn1 and Rn2 respectively, we write:
X ǫ(t) = (Xǫ1(t), X
ǫ
2(t), . . . , X
ǫ
n1
(t)), (140)
Y ǫ(t) = (Y ǫ1 (t), Y
ǫ
2 (t), . . . , Y
ǫ
n2
(t)). (141)
We consider the following family of singularly perturbed SDE systems3 for
(Xǫ(t),Y ǫ(t)) ∈ Rn1 × Rn2 :
dXǫ(t) = A1(t,X
ǫ(t))Y ǫ(t)dt+B1(t,X
ǫ(t))dt+Σ1(t,X
ǫ(t))dW (k1)(t), (142)
ǫdY ǫ(t) = A2(t,X
ǫ(t))Y ǫ(t)dt+B2(t,X
ǫ(t))dt+Σ2(t,X
ǫ(t))dW (k2)(t), (143)
with the initial conditions, Xǫ(0) = Xǫ and Y ǫ(0) = Y ǫ, where Xǫ and Y ǫ are random
variables that possibly depend on ǫ. In the SDEs (142)-(143), the coefficientsA1 : R
+×Rn1 →
3Note that here the variables Xǫ(t) and Y ǫ(t) are general and they do not necessarily represent position
and velocity variables of a physical system.
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n1×n2, A2 : R+ × Rn1 → Rn2×n2 , Σ2 : R+ × Rn1 → Rn2×k2 are non-zero matrix-valued
functions, whereas B1 : R
+ × Rn1 → Rn1 , B2 : R+ × Rn1 → Rn2 , Σ1 : R+ × Rn1 → Rn1×k1 are
(possibly zero) matrix-valued or vector-valued functions. They may depend on Xǫ, as well
as on t explicitly, as indicated by the parenthesis (t,Xǫ(t)).
We are interested in the limit as ǫ→ 0 of the SDEs (142)-(143), in particular the limiting
behavior of the process X ǫ(t), under appropriate assumptions4 on the coefficients. We make
the following assumptions concerning the SDEs (142)-(143) and (144).
Assumption 11. The global solutions, defined on [0, T ], to the pre-limit SDEs (142)-(143)
and to the limiting SDE (144) a.s. exist and are unique for all ǫ > 0 (i.e. there are no
explosions).
Assumption 12. The matrix-valued functions
{−A2(t,X); t ∈ [0, T ],X ∈ Rn1}
are uniformly positive stable, i.e. all real parts of the eigenvalues of −A2(t,X) are bounded
from below, uniformly in t andX, by a positive constant (or, equivalently, the matrix-valued
functions {A2(t,X); t ∈ [0, T ],X ∈ Rn1} are uniformly Hurwitz stable).
Assumption 13. For t ∈ [0, T ],X ∈ Rn1 , and i = 1, 2, the functions Bi(t,X) and Σi(t,X)
are continuous and bounded in t andX , and Lipschitz inX, whereas the functions Ai(t,X)
and (Ai)X(t,X) are continuous in t, continuously differentiable in X, bounded in t and X,
and Lipschitz in X. Moreover, the functions (Ai)XX(t,X) (i = 1, 2) are bounded for every
t ∈ [0, T ] and X ∈ Rn1 .
Assumption 14. The initial condition Xǫ(0) = Xǫ ∈ Rn1 is an F0-measurable random
variable that may depend on ǫ, and we assume that E[|Xǫ|p] = O(1) as ǫ → 0 for all
p > 0. Also, X ǫ converges, in the limit as ǫ → 0, to a random variable X as follows:
E [|Xǫ −X|p] = O(ǫpr0), where r0 > 1/2 is a constant, as ǫ → 0. The initial condition
Y ǫ(0) = Y ǫ ∈ Rn2 is an F0-measurable random variable that may depend on ǫ, and we
assume that for every p > 0, E[|ǫY ǫ|p] = O(ǫα) as ǫ→ 0, for some α ≥ p/2.
We now state the homogenization theorem.
Theorem B.1. Suppose that the family of SDE systems (142)-(143) satisfies Assumption
11-14. Let (Xǫ(t),Y ǫ(t)) ∈ Rn1×Rn2 be their solutions, with the initial conditions (Xǫ,Y ǫ).
LetX(t) ∈ Rn1 be the solution to the following Itoˆ SDE with the initial positionX(0) =Xǫ:
dX(t) = [B1(t,X(t))−A1(t,X(t))A−12 (t,X(t))B2(t,X(t))]dt
+ S(t,X(t))dt+Σ1(t,X(t))dW
(k1)(t)
−A1(t,X(t))A−12 (t,X(t))Σ2(t,X(t))dW (k2)(t). (144)
4We forewarn the readers that our assumptions can be relaxed in various directions (see the relevant
remarks in [46]) but we will not pursue these generalizations here. This approach may not be too appealing
from a mathematical point of view but we stress that the main goal of the paper is to communicate, in the
simplest yet rigorous manner, the consequences of the homogenization results to a broad range of audience
and therefore some sacrifices in the completeness are unavoidable.
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In the above S(t,X(t)) is the noise-induced drift vector whose ith component is given by
Si(t,X) = − ∂
∂X l
(
(A1A
−1
2 )
ij(t,X)
)
· Alk1 (t,X) · J jk(t,X), (145)
where i, l = 1, . . . , n1, j, k = 1, . . . , n2, or in index-free notation,
S = A1A
−1
2 ∇ · (JAT1 )−∇ · (A1A−12 JAT1 ), (146)
and J ∈ Rn2×n2 is the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation:
JAT2 +A2J = −Σ2ΣT2 . (147)
Then the process Xǫ(t) converges, as ǫ→ 0, to the solution X(t), of the Itoˆ SDE (144), in
the following sense: for all finite T > 0,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Xǫ(t)−X(t)| → 0, (148)
in probability, in the limit as ǫ→ 0.
Remark B.1. If Σ1 and Σ2 are independent ofX, then the Itoˆ equation (144) is equivalent
to the equation:
dX(t) = [B1(t,X(t))−A1(t,X(t))A−12 (t,X(t))B2(t,X(t))]dt+Hα(t,X(t))dt
+Σ1(t)dW
(k1)(t)−A1(t,X(t))A−12 (t,X(t))Σ2(t) ◦α dW (k2)(t), (149)
where ◦α, α ∈ [0, 1], specifies the rule of stochastic integration, whereby the stochastic
integral is evaluated at tn = (1 − α)tn + αtn+1 on the discretization intervals [tn, tn+1] (so
α = 0 corresponds to Itoˆ integral, α = 1/2 to Stratonovich, and α = 1 to anti-Itoˆ), and Hα
is the corresponding noise-induced drift term whose ith component is:
H iα = S
i − α∂(A1A
−1
2 Σ2)
ik
∂Xj
(A1A
−1
2 Σ2)
jk, (150)
with Si given by (145).
After some algebraic manipulations and using the Lyapunov equation A2J + JA
T
2 =
−Σ2ΣT2 , one can rewrite H iα as:
H iα =
1
2
Qqj(α)[Gq, Gj ]
i, (151)
whereGq denotes the vector field associated to the qth column of the matrixA1A
−1
2 , [Gq, Gj]
i
denotes the ith component of Lie bracket5 of the vector fields Gq and Gj (i.e. the derivative
of Gj along the flow generated by Gq), and
Q(α) = αJAT2 − (1− α)A2J . (152)
5If A and B are the first order differential operators corresponding to the vector fields A(x) and B(x),
i.e. A =
∑
i A
i(x) ∂
∂xi
and B =
∑
j B
j(x) ∂
∂xj
, then the Lie bracket (commutator) between A and B is
defined as the operator [A,B] = AB −BA.
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Provided thatA2 is Hurwitz stable, Q(α) can be represented as the solution to the Lyapunov
equation [3]:
A2Q(α) +Q(α)A
T
2 = antisym(A2Σ2Σ
T
2 ), (153)
where antisym(A) denotes the antisymmetric part of the matrix A.
Now, let us consider the Stratonovich case α = 1/2. In this case, Q := Q(1/2) is the
antisymmetric part of the Onsager matrix −A2J , i.e. Q = (JAT2 −A2J)/2 (see also Remark
4.1). Therefore, when the detailed balance condition (i.e. when A2Σ2Σ
T
2 is symmetric) holds,
Q (physically a measure of irreversibility of the fast process, and mathematically a matrix
encoding stochastic area of the limiting process) vanishes and the resulting limiting SDE for
X(t) is a Stratonovich SDE without additional drift correction terms. On the other hand, if
α = 0 (Itoˆ), Q(α = 0) is simply the (non-zero) Onsager matrix, whereas if α = 1 (anti-Itoˆ),
Q(α = 1) equals to negative transpose of the Onsager matrix.
C Stochastic Areas as Functionals of Trajectory: Illus-
tration via an Example
Let (qs)s≥0, qs = (q
1
s , q
2
s) ∈ R2, be a stochastic process. The stochastic area of (qs)s∈[0,t] on
the interval [0, t] is defined as the random variable:
St =
1
2
∫ t
0
(q1sdq
2
s − q2sdq1s). (154)
Viewing t as a continuous-time parameter, this gives rise to the area process (St)t≥0. The
above formula, with qs = W s (i.e. a 2D Wiener process), is an object first introduced and
studied by Le´vy in [43]. His formula formally defines the area (which is random) included
by the curve Ct = {Q1 = q1s , Q2 = q2s , s ∈ [0, t]} and its chord. Extension of this definition
to cover the case when qs ∈ Rd, d > 2, is straightforward [53].
Let (ηǫs)s∈[0,T ], ǫ > 0, be a family of sufficiently smooth approximations of the Wiener
process (W s)s∈[0,T ], where ηǫs converges to W s as ǫ → 0 in a pathwise sense. A natural
question is then whether or not the stochastic area of (ηs)s∈[0,t] converges to Le´vy’s stochastic
area as ǫ → 0. We will show that this is generally not true and discuss the consequences
in the context of a physical system. We would expect similar conclusion to hold had we
replaced St with other functionals.
Consider the motion of a charged (non-relativistic) particle undergoing Brownian motion
in the presence of a magnetic field. Such motion is of interest in astrophysics, as motion from
interacting charged particles produces observed light curves with interesting peculiarities
[31]. For simplicity, here we consider the case where the magnetic field, B, points in the
z-direction with a constant magnitude B and study the motion of the particle in the 2D
plane perpendicular to the magnetic field6. In the absence of external forces and noise where
the magnetic field is the dominant factor determining the motion, the particle revolves in a
circular orbit with a frequency Ω, producing current loops. In this case, the magnetic force
6The analysis beyond this case is straightforward but involves richer physics. For instance, the charged
particle may spiral in a non-trivial configuration-dependent manner when the magnetic field is position-
dependent and points in arbitrary direction.
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is FB = ΩV × e3 = Ω(v2,−v1, 0), where V = (v1, v2, v3) ∈ R3 is the velocity of the charged
particle, × denotes cross product and e3 = (0, 0, 1). It does no work on the particle, even
though the direction of motion of the particle is changed.
Taking into account this magnetic force, as well as a drag and noise term to model
collisions of the charged particle with surrounding particles, the evolution of position qt =
(q1t , q
2
t ) and velocity vt = (v
1
t , v
2
t ) of the particle on the 2D plane can be described by the
SDE:
dqt = vtdt, (155)
mdvt = −ΩJvtdt− vtdt+AdW t, (156)
where m > 0 is the mass of the particle, Ω = qB
c
(with q the charge of the particle, c the speed
of light and B the magnitude of the constant magnetic force) is the Lamor frequency (up to a
multiplicative factor of 1/m), A = I+ΩJ
(
with I identity matrix and J =
[
0 −1
1 0
])
, and
W t is a Wiener process. Note that A is positive stable (but not symmetric unless Ω = 0)
and AW t is a Brownian motion with the covariance matrix (1 + Ω
2)I.
Let us now suppose that the charged particle is additionally subject to an external,
non-conservative force field, fnc(t, q), so that the equations of motion become:
dqt = vtdt, (157)
mdvt = −ΩJvtdt− vtdt+ fnc(t, qt)dt+AdW t. (158)
In this case, following the approach in stochastic energetics [64], we write the kinetic energy
of the charged particle as Et := 12mv2t = Qt +Wt, where the heat Qt and work Wt satisfies:
dQt = mvt ◦ dvt − fnc(t, qt) · dqt, (159)
dWt = fnc(t, qt) · dqt, (160)
where ◦ denotes Stratonovich integration and · denotes inner product. In the special case
where fnc(t, q) =
1√
2
(−q2, q1), the resulting work is exactly the stochastic area of the position
process, i.e. dWt = 12(Jqt)Tdqt = dSt. We will work with this special case in the following.
Setting m = ǫ, we now consider the following rescaled family of the system (155)-(156),
together with the SDEs defining the stochastic areas, Sǫt , of the (rescaled) position process
of the charged particle:
dqǫt = v
ǫ
tdt, (161)
ǫdvǫt = −Avǫtdt+AdW t, (162)
dSǫt =
1
2
(Jqǫt)
Tdqǫt. (163)
A straightforward application of Theorem 4.1 allows us to find out whether the family of
stochastic areas of (qǫs)s∈[0,t] converges to Le´vy’s stochastic area as ǫ→ 0.
Corollary C.1. In the limit ǫ → 0, the family of processes (qǫt, Sǫt ) converges to (W t, S¯t),
where
S¯t = S
Levy
t −
Ω
2
t, (164)
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with SLevyt Le´vy’s stochastic area. More precisely, for all finite T > 0, supt∈[0,T ] |qǫt −
W t|, supt∈[0,T ] |Sǫt − S¯t| → 0 in probability, as ǫ→ 0.
Therefore, unless Ω = 0 the stochastic area (which here carries the meaning of work) of
the pre-limit process does not converge to Le´vy’s area in the small mass limit, even though the
pre-limit process converges to a Wiener process. The correct limiting area (work) includes an
additional term (which we refer to as area anomaly) that depends on the frequency at which
the charged particle circles around the magnetic field, retaining in the limit the information
on how the charged particle is moving under presence of the magnetic force.
The frequency Ω can be interpreted as a symmetry breaking parameter. Indeed, when
Ω > 0, A is not symmetric, and so the irreversibility (breaking of detailed balance) of the
fast velocity process generates macroscopic current in the stationary state and induces loops
in the position space whose areas are of O(1) as ǫ→ 0. This irreversibility can be quantified
using the antisymmetric part of the Onsager matrix [25], which in this case can be computed
to be Q = 1+Ω
2
2
(
A−AT
2
)
= ΩJ , whose off-diagonal entries encode the area anomaly.
From a physical point of view, such phenomenon may be experimentally realized, along
the line of [1], in a microscopic heat engine generating a torque via circular motion, from
which work may possibly be extracted. On the other hand, rich mathematical insights on
the phenomenon can be obtained using the theory of rough paths [20, 9]. The area anomaly
phenomena discussed in the main text can be viewed as generalizations of this phenomenon
to functionals along trajectories of multi-dimensional generalized Langevin systems approx-
imating, in various time scale separation scenarios, that of an effective Langevin system.
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